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Abstract
Relay node placement in wireless environments is a research topic recurrently
studied in the specialized literature. A variety of network performance goals,
such as coverage, data rate and network lifetime, are considered as criteria
to lead the placement of the nodes. In this work, a new relay placement approach to maximize network connectivity in a multi-hop wireless network is
presented. Here, connectivity is defined as a combination of inter-node reachability and network throughput. The nodes are placed following a two-step
procedure: (i) initial distribution, and (ii) solution selection. Additionally,
a third stage for placement optimization is optionally proposed to maximize
throughput. This tries to be a general approach for placement, and several
initialization, selection and optimization algorithms can be used in each of
the steps. For experimentation purposes, a leave-one-out selection procedure and a PSO related optimization algorithm are employed and evaluated
for second and third stages, respectively. Other node placement solutions
available in the literature are compared with the proposed one in realistic
simulated scenarios. The results obtained through the properly devised experiments show the improvements achieved by the proposed approach.
Keywords: Node placement, Multi-hop route, Optimization process, Relay
node, Wireless network
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1. Introduction
The topic of node placement in network environments has been recurrently addressed in the literature mainly aimed at defining the best communication infrastructure. Additionally, node placement is being increasingly
used in fault-tolerant strategies for which the state of the network is monitored over the time and, in case of failure or misbehavior, the nodes are
repositioned to recover the performance [1, 2]. The repositioning process
may be restricted to a subset of the nodes of the network that operate as relaying devices (i.e., relay nodes or RNs) to allow multi-hop origin-destination
routes.
A number of proposals of node placement are based on the optimization of different performance goals [3]: coverage, data rate, load balancing,
connectivity, cost, etc. This task becomes even more critical for wireless
communications, since additional aspects such as propagation effects and
interferences should be considered in deployments [4]. Besides, in wireless
sensor networks (WSNs) new requirements appear [5, 6], such as latency and
lifetime, among others.
To find the best node positions some optimization algorithm has to be
executed. There is a great variety of such algorithms, from graph or polynomial time-based techniques [7, 8] to bio-inspired algorithms such as genetic
algorithms [9], or those based on the swarm intelligence paradigm [10]. To
the best of our knowledge, only a few works exist where network throughput
and connectivity are jointly considered to optimize the placement of RNs [11].
Almost all relay node placement solutions can be grouped in two categories [12]: constrained- and unconstrained-based strategies. On the one
hand, constrained-based strategies offer a solution restricted to certain parameters. As aforementioned, some examples of this are network lifetime
preservation, coverage, delay or simply solutions restricting the location of
the RNs to certain specific regions. On the other hand, unconstrained-based
strategies are mainly intended to meet more general purposes like faulttolerant and/or network connectivity without any precise constraint. The
specific method should be previously studied, since both types of strategies
have advantages and disadvantages.
The present paper introduces a new placement approach to maximize
throughput and inter-node reachability in a multi-hop wireless network by
providing and hybrid optimization approach that combines the advantages
of constrained and unconstrained based approaches. The proposal relies on
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splitting the overall problem into a number of steps: (i) initial distribution of the RNs, and (ii) a solution selection. Additionally, a third step
aimed at subsequently estimating the optimal locations, can be optionally
launched. Leave-one-out (LOO) and particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithms are implemented here at the solution selection and placement optimization stages, respectively. This multi-stage placement procedure provides
more versatile and scalable solutions, as it will be shown through experimentation.
In summary, the main contributions of this work are:
• An efficient RN placement procedure for multi-hop wireless networks
based on the joint optimization of inter-node reachability and network
throughput.
• A novel optimization formulation to maximize this global two-criteria
performance goal. This will result in the improvement of the overall
connectivity of the network.
• A multi-stage procedure to divide the overall problem into more elemental subsequent steps.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents several
principal works in the field of node placement in wireless networks. Section
3 outlines the general assumptions under which the RN placement approach
is developed, while its details are presented in Section 4. After that, Section
5 is devoted to describe the experimental framework used to evaluate the
proposal, from which the results obtained are compared with other solutions
in the literature, and carefully analyzed afterwards in Section 6. The proposal
is also briefly discussed from the perspective of some open challenges to be
addressed in further work in Section 7. Finally, Section 8 presents the main
conclusions of the work. We also include an Appendix to introduce the swarm
intelligence fundamentals and describe the PSO algorithm.
2. Related work
Strategies developed to position nodes in a wireless network can be grouped
in two categories: constrained- and unconstrained-based strategies. On the
one hand, constrained-based strategies offer a solution restricted to certain
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parameters. Some examples of them are network lifetime preservation, coverage, delay or simply solutions restricting the location of the RNs to some specific regions. On the other hand, unconstrained-based strategies are mainly
intended to meet more general purposes like fault-tolerant and/or network
connectivity without any precise constraint.
Most of the unconstrained-based RN placement strategies present a common objective: to provide a k-connected network by using the minimum
number of RNs. To accomplish with fault tolerance goals, the k parameter
must be greater than or equal to 2. Otherwise, if k = 1 the network connectivity from the perspective of the inter-node reachability is contemplated. In
this category a variety of works ([13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], among
others) can be found. For example, in [13] the authors address single- and
two-tiered 1-connected solutions aimed at minimizing the number of RNs deployed. They provide 7-approximation and (5+)-approximation algorithms
for facing the previous purposes, respectively. The same authors in [14] extend this work by designing a 2-connected approximation algorithm also for
single- and two-tiered approaches. K-connected networks are proposed in
[15] for any desired k as well. The authors demonstrate that whatever the
selected k parameter is, they can reach a polynomial based approximation
solution. A similar approach is introduced in [17] where the authors are able
to locate the minimum number of RNs getting a k-connected network. The
proposed heuristic improves the previous one by applying a simple selection
step to remove some RNs while the k-connectedness is preserved. In [16],
the objective is to provide fault tolerance in heterogeneous WSNs, where
sensors posse different transmission radii. They develop a k ≥ 1 connected
approximation solution taking into account the desired degree of fault tolerance (full- or partial-fault resiliency) and the communication flows (one- or
two-ways).
Some of the most relevant placement solutions relying on constrained
strategies are those in [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [12], [26], [27], [28], [29]
and [30]. Some of them try to find (i ) the number of relay nodes to minimize
the network cost ([20], [21], [22], and [23]), (ii ) the minimum number of relay
nodes to achieve a fully connected network or a two-tiered network ([24], [25],
[12], [28], [29] and [30]), or (iii ) the minimum number of relay nodes to reduce
the delay in the communications ([26] and [27]).
Authors in [20] determine the number and deployment of heterogeneous
devices, so that the total network cost is minimized while constraints regarding lifetime, coverage and connectivity are satisfied. The work has been
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further extended in [21], [22] and [23] to address the problem of deploying a
second-tier of RNs to balance the traffic by using the least number of additional RNs.
A number of works propose placement approaches to maximize connectivity. In [24], the authors try to place the lowest number of RNs in the playing
field of a sensor network in such a way that each sensor node can communicate
with at least one RN, and the network of RNs is completely connected. This
objective is achieved by means of two optimization problems: a connected
relay node single cover (CRNSC) problem, and a 2-connected relay node
double cover (2CRNDC) problem, and in both of them only certain available
locations instead of the whole XY plane are considered. Authors in [28] try
to place the minimum number of relay sensors to maintain global connectivity restricting the locations of the relay nodes using the minimum Steiner
tree with minimum number of Steiner points. Similar idea is implemented in
[29] for restoring the connectivity lost. They iteratively select those Steiner
points connecting at least three network partitions until the Steiner tree has
less than three points. After that, they locate the RNs on the line from each
partitions to its closest Steiner point. A connectivity and energy constrained
efficient approach for relay placement in WSNs is proposed in [30], where the
relay nodes can only be placed at some pre-specified candidate locations. To
provide survivability, the goal is to form a 2-connected network. References
[25, 12] discuss similar approaches.
Authors in [26] (an improved version of [27]) design a multi-hop wireless
mesh network with minimum number of additional RNs to facilitate wirelesscommunication between each of the sensor nodes and the base station. The
placement of the relays should ensure that the delay on the paths between
the base station and the sensors meet a pre-specified delay bound. Authors
study the structure of the projection polyhedron of the problem and develop
node-cut inequalities. A branch-and-cut algorithm is defined based upon
the projection formulation to solve delay constrained RN placement problem
(DCRNPP) optimally.
Beyond the specific metrics chosen to be optimized, the optimization algorithm itself considered to determine the best position of nodes can vary.
Some examples come from those based on graph- or polynomial time techniques [7, 8] to others bio-inspired, among several others. A bi-objective (user
coverage and network connectivity) genetic-based optimization algorithm is
considered in [9] for node placement in wireless mesh networks. In [31], a PSO
algorithm is proposed to determine the best placement of nodes in industrial
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environments in terms of network reliability, load uniformity, total cost and
convergence speed. For sensing coverage purposes in WSNs, the authors in
[32] propose a PSO-based solution for minimizing the existing coverage holes
through the use of a fitness function based on the computation of Voronoi
regions. A modified PSO-based proposal is also used in [10] to address the
sink placement problem in WSNs by minimizing the worst case delay path
in the network. A minimax scheme is developed in [33] to optimize coverage
ratio and uniformity. On the other hand, authors in [34] propose an algorithm that emulates the attractive force (as in a stretched spring) and the
repulsive force (as the electrostatic force) in nature, such that a robotic node
simply follows the resultant virtual force to move to locations that maximize
coverage and minimize moving distance. Wang et al. address in [35] the
problem of node placement in wireless networks for ensuring complete coverage in a long belt scenario. They also propose an inter-node distance-based
approach to minimize the number of nodes needed. It is shown that the node
density achieved can be lower than that required by the well-known regular
triangular-lattice placement.
Optimization algorithms have a crucial role when addressing optimal RN
placement problems in wireless multi-hop networks. Although there exist a
lot of proposals, only a few works consider jointly network throughput and
connectivity maximization as optimization goals. One of them is that in
[11], where the authors make use of a PSO procedure enhanced with a model
predictive control (MPC) for MANETs. Authors in [36] address system performance and connectivity issues. They maximize the packet delivery ratio
providing a realistic modeling taking into account network aspects like channel interferences or congestion areas. Nevertheless, although throughput can
be seen as an indirect measurement of the connectedness, it is not taken into
account explicitly.
In the previous works three main drawbacks can be remarked. Firstly, in
many cases the number of relay nodes cannot be a parameter of choice for
a relay node placement strategy, since there is a specific number of available
relay nodes. Practical problems appear, as that of how to optimally relocate a fixed number of RNs to maximize network performance. This is the
case, for instance, of dynamic environments, where the optimum number of
RNs may change in time, and thus this cannot be adequately tackled with
physical agents. Secondly, the constraints applied to the possible locations of
the relay nodes may help to simplify the optimization problem at the cost of
leading to a less optimal solution. Thirdly, in an unconstrained approach it
6

is possible that the optimal position for the relay nodes cannot be physically
implemented.
In this context, our work proposes a customizable approach with a multistage procedure considering a fixed number of relay nodes. This multi-stage
approach can be seen as a hybrid solution since: (i) we use a constrained approach based on the distribution and subsequent selection of the locations of
the RNs, and (ii ) this allows running an additional unconstrained optimization stage to consider some other possible locations, not taken into account
in previous stages, to place the nodes.
3. Problem formulation
The main goal of the present work is to maximize connectivity in a multihop wireless network using relay nodes. Connectivity can be defined in several ways, and for the present paper it is defined as a combination of internode reachability and network throughput. From this definition, an optimization problem should be properly formulated to find the optimal placement
for the relay nodes.
Two types of nodes are considered in the network: user nodes (UNs)
and relay nodes (RNs). UNs make use of top-layer services in the network
and RNs only perform a relaying function to enable or improve reachability
and throughput in the network. UNs may be personal devices in an adhoc local area network, sensors in a wireless sensor network (WSN), mesh
nodes in a wireless mesh network (WMN), or base stations in wireless wide
area networks (WWAN). Regarding RNs, they can be either static or mobile
nodes. Some examples of mobile relays are: unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)
[37] or mobile robots [38], among others.
For this optimization problem the following primary assumptions are
done, which are found elsewhere as in [11]:
• The optimization procedure is centralized.
This implies that there exists a node capable, through the adequate
communication and processing means: (i ) to retrieve the necessary
network information, (ii ) to run the optimization algorithm from this
information, and (iii ) to send control data, (i.e., the placement) in
accordance with the result of the optimization.
• The position of UNs in the network is not controlled.
7

Only RNs can be optimally positioned. This is a reasonable assumption
that complicates the optimization problem. Moreover this, problem
definition generalizes the simpler problem in which the location of UNs
can also be optimized.
• The network is partitioned.
That is, some nodes of the network are unaccessible due to the absence
of physical links. This assumption is often met in scenarios like disaster
areas or battlefields.
Additional secondary assumptions adopted in the paper are the following:
• The optimization is limited to a 2D space.
• UNs are static in the environment.
• RNs are static in their optimum locations. The procedure to drive the
RNs to those locations lies in the automatic control domain and is out
of the scope of this paper.
• The network is single-tiered [12], so that both UNs and RNs relay information from other UNs.
• The communication range of both UNs and RNs is the same: r meters
While primary assumptions constitute a basement for the proposal, secondary assumptions are stated to limit the research presented in this work.
Thus, extensions of the present approach for mobile, 3D set-ups, two-tiered
and for different UNs and RNs communications ranges can be defined.
Beyond the above, some mathematical formulations representing our environment are exposed in the following. A multi-hop wireless network with
UNs and RNs can be specified as follows:
G = (N, E)

(1)

N =U ∪R

(2)

with

where U , R, N and E stand for the set of UNs, the set of RNs, the complete set of wireless nodes (UNs plus RNs) and the wireless links (edges),
respectively. In a wireless network, the edges satisfy:
8

E := {eij | keij k ≤ r, ∀ni , nj ∈ N }

(3)

with r the range of a single link and ni and nj the i-th and j-th network
nodes.
The optimal placement of RNs can be represented by the graph composed
of the complete set of wireless nodes in the network:
G∗ := arg max {f (G)|G = (N, E) and U = U0 }

(4)

G

where f (G) is the function to maximize and U0 represents the actual location
of the UNs. According to the goal of the paper, f (G) should be a direct or
indirect measure of the connectivity in the network.
In [11], the following definition for network connectivity is proposed:
fc (G) =

X
2
z(G, i, j)
×
u × (u − 1) ∀u ,u ∈U,j>i
i

(5)

j

where u is the number of UNs and ui and uj the i-th and j-th UNs. z(G, i, j) =
1 if there exists an available (either single or multi-hop) path connecting ui
and uj in G, and z(G, i, j) = 0 otherwise. Function z() is in our case the
previously mentioned inter-node reachability, since two given nodes may be
either accessible or not.
One of the main drawbacks of using Eq. (5) as the performance function
in the optimization problem formulation is that fc is a discrete function
and thus it leads to a discrete optimization problem. In general, continuous
optimization problems with smooth performance functions are easier to solve
[39]. In these cases, the optimizer can be driven using the differential or
derivative information of the performance function. Conversely, in a discrete
optimization the search space is divided into flat regions, wherein differential
information remains null. In flat regions, several solutions to the optimization
problem obtain the same value of the performance function, while they may
not be equally adequate.
This problem is addressed in [11] by combining (switching) fc with two
additional performance functions in a PSO solver: O2 (network throughput)
and O3 (inter agents-attraction points distance). From here onwards, this
approach will be called the DKS method (DKS stands for the initials of the
authors). In a static scenario like the one considered in this paper, only one
of these additional performance functions is of interest: throughput. Thus,
9

the DKS method searches for the best solution in terms of connectivity (fc ),
and when several solutions with equal value of this measure are found, the
one with the highest throughput is selected. The second additional function
O3 , is only used as a decision criterion when the network is disconnected. If
two or more solutions with equal overall connectivity are obtained, O3 will
be computed since O2 cannot be applied in partitioned networks. The direct
consequence when using several optimization function to drive the global
process, is that the resulting optimization surface presents discontinuities in
regions of the search space, which makes the optimization harder.
In the present paper, the combination of inter-node reachability with
throughput is further explored and a novel placement approach is proposed.
Firstly, the optimization of a discrete function fc is a constraint satisfaction
problem (CSP) [40] that should be tackled with combinatorial/discrete optimization techniques rather than continuous techniques. When necessary, the
solution found for the CSP can be further improved using continuous optimization, by performing an smoothing operation to the shape of the discrete
performance function. This smoothing operation considers both reachability
and throughput. The details of the approach will be introduced in the next
section. The remaining of the present one is devoted to discuss the smoothing
transformation of the performance function.
The smooth performance function for continuous optimization should be
defined so that:
1. It is unique, continuous and smooth.
2. It resembles the shape of the connectivity/reachability in Eq. (5) as
much as possible.
Following these constraints, the performance function is defined as:
X
g(G0 ) =
id(G0i , i, j)
(6)
∀ui ,uj ∈U :j>i

where G0i is the spanning tree starting in the i-th UN and minimizing the distance of the largest edge of each path in the network. The function id(G0i , i, j)
is the inverse of the length of the longest edge in the path from i to j in G0i
network. Function g(G0 ) implies a redefinition of the network as a complete
graph G0 , so that:
G0 = (N, E 0 )
10

(7)

E 0 := {eij | ∀ni , nj ∈ N }

(8)

As mentioned before, g(G0 ) function is a smoothed version of the reachability fc (G). This is shown in Figure 1, in which the values of both functions
are computed for a scenario where two UNs are 3 units away and a RN is
located in different points along the line defined between them. The maximum range for a link has a distance of 2 units, i.e. r = 2. In the abscissas
axis we represent the different locations of the RN, UNs being located in 1
and 4. The three nodes (UNs and RN) are connected when the RN is located
inside the interval [2,3]. There is a flat region wherein no differences between
different locations in terms of fc (G) are found. Besides, intervals [1,2] and
[3,4] also present flat regions of fc (G). However, function g(G0 ) is continuous in the entire interval [1,4] and also smooth except in the optimum point
2.5. This function has derivative information to lead the optimization to the
optimum solution no matter the initial point chosen.
4. Relay node placement proposal
As stated before in Section 1, a relay placement solution based on two
steps, initial distribution and solution selection, is developed. In the first
step, a higher number of RNs than those actually available are distributed
around the scenario. Then, a subset of the theoretical RNs are only selected.
This scheme of solutions generation and selection can be found in many CSP
approaches, such as in genetic algorithms. Moreover, in our case the resulting
locations can be additionally introduced into an optimization algorithm for
further improvement of the finally selected relay nodes.
The functional structure of the placement system is shown in Figure 2.
Beyond this general modular architecture, different specific algorithms can
be used. For experimentation in present paper, we will consider a LOO
selection procedure and a PSO algorithm for steps 2 and 3, respectively. See
the Appendix for more information about the latter.
4.1. Initial distribution
In this step, the primary theoretical RNs are homogeneously distributed
along the edges connecting partitions in the network, according to a distancebased spanning tree. To select these RNs the user-defined parameter λ ∈
(0, 1] is selected, so that:
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keij k
, ∀ui , uj ∈ U s.t. keij k > r
lij =
λ·r


(9)

where lij is the number of RNs distributed in edge eij , r the coverage range,
and d e stands for the ceil operation. Thus, parameter λ controls the number
of relays in the network. For λ = 1, the minimum number of relays to connect
the nodes in the network is considered. The number of initial RNs increases
as λ decreases. The distance between equidistant relays in the edge eij is
dij = keij k/lij , and it holds:
λ · r ≥ dij , ∀ui , uj ∈ U s.t. keij k > r
The total number of initial RNs in the network is:
X
lij , s.t. keij k > r

(10)

(11)

∀ui ,uj ∈U

In Figure 3 we show the effect of λ on the number of candidate RNs,
which are represented as inverted filled triangles.
In terms of computational complexity, the execution time of this algorithm will be directly related with the number of available RNs, which is in
turn related with the λ parameter. Since the value of λ is previously fixed,
the computation time will be mainly influenced by the algorithm used to
conform the minimum spanning tree to distribute the RNs. After analyzing
the worst execution cases for each of the algorithms involved, we can conclude that the upper bound of the complexity, expressed in Big O notation,
is O(n2 · log n) which corresponds to the Prim’s algorithm [41].
4.2. Solution selection
After the initial RN distribution, an iterative procedure is carried out to
discard the worst RNs in the previous set, in terms of the fc (G) function. In
case that several candidates to be discarded attain the same value for fc (G),
then the g(G0 ) function is considered. This is repeated until the number of
RNs coincides with the number of actually available RNs in the environment.
To evaluate how fc (G) and g(G0 ) are affected by omitting a given RN, a
LOO approach is applied. This way, the effect in terms of performance in the
removal of each specific RN is evaluated and the RN with the least influence
in fc (G) and/or g(G0 ) is selected. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first time that LOO is used for this purpose.
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Figure 3: Effect of λ on the number of initial candidate RNs along the spanning tree: (a)
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Algorithm 1: PSO-based algorithm
Data: Current U and R positions.
Result: Optimal R∗ positions (gbest)
[X, V ] ← initialP opulation(#R, #particles);
[gbest, pbest] ← evaluateP opulation(X, R, U );
while k ≤ maxIterations do
w = w ∗ 0.98;
for i = 1 · · · #particles do
V (i) ← getV elocityIncrements(X, V, w, pbest(i), gbest);
/* see Eq. (23) */
V (i) ← setV elocityClamp(V (i), Vmax );
/* see Eq. (24) */
X(i) ← X(i) + V (i);
/* see Eq. (22) */
[X(i), V (i), gbest, pbest(i)] ← evaluateSolution(X(i), V (i), gbest, pbest(i), U, R);
end
k = k + 1;
end
R∗ ← gbest;

In each iteration, the set of worst cases R∗ is determined as:
R∗ := arg max fc (G(U ∪ {R − rj }, E))

(12)

rj ∈R

If R∗ contains a unique RN r∗ , this is the one to be discarded. Otherwise
r∗ is obtained as:
r∗ := arg max g(G(U ∪ {R − rj }, E))

(13)

rj ∈R∗

Then, R is updated following R = {R−r∗ }, and the operation is repeated
until the number of RNs in R meets the number of available RNs.
The selection of the best RNs is not a trivial task, with a complexity
of O((k 2 − m2 ) · n4 ) where the number of theoretical and available RNs are
represented by k and m, respectively. The term n4 in the expression is mainly
due to the inherent complexity in computing g(G0 ) in Eq. (6).
4.3. Optimal location
Once the most promising RNs in terms of fc (G) and g(G0 ) are selected,
an optimization algorithm can be executed to locate the previously selected
RNs with best locations in terms of g(G0 ). As it will be shown in Section
6, this step leads the system to improve the network flow while maintaining
the maximum reachability.
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Without loss of generality, we have considered a PSO-based optimization
algorithm (see Appendix), which is presented in Algorithm 1. Firstly, a
random initial set of particles X is distributed around the search space as well
as their initial velocity increments V . From this set we evaluate afterwards
the best global and particle solutions, gbest and pbest respectively. Then the
new position of each particle is updated and again evaluated. This procedure
is iteratively repeated a number of times equal to maxIterations, which is
the predefined stopping criterion. Once the algorithm is finished, the best
RN locations R∗ are returned.
Main factors in the computational complexity of Algorithm 1 are the
number of particles and iterations considered. Also the inner functions, like
that in charge of evaluating each candidate solution, have a clear impact on
the overall complexity. This is concluded to be O((n3 + m) · p · i), where
p and i stand for the number of particles and iterations, respectively. The
highest complexity term, n3 , is due to the fact that the cost function g(G0 )
is evaluated for each iteration and particle.
Figure 4 shows the optimization procedure at each stage considering 5
UNs (filled circles) and 4 available RNs (filled inverted triangles). Figure
4(a) depicts the initial UNs distribution. Figure 4(b) shows the initial RNs
distribution along the spanning tree among UN partitions. Figure 4(c) depicts the selected RNs after the LOO procedure according to the system
main goals: network reachability and throughout. Finally, the optimization
results in terms of the best positions for RNs are shown in Figure 4(d). The
optimization step moves node RN2 to a new location in order to connect UN
number 1, increasing the overall network connectivity in terms of reachability
and throughput. In this specific example, a higher number of RNs would be
needed to achieve full connectivity. Nevertheless, with the current amount of
RNs, the system locates them in their best positions according to the system
performance goals.
5. Experimental set-up
In this section the experimental scenario considered to evaluate our RN
placement approach is introduced. For purposes of flexibility and low cost,
a simulation-based framework is chosen.
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Figure 4: RNs location after each stage considering 5 UNs (filled circles) and 4 available
RNs (filled inverted triangles): (a) initial UNs distribution, (b) initial candidate RNs locations along the spanning tree minimizing the inter-partitions distance, (c) RNs selection,
and (d) RNs optimal locations after the PSO-based optimization.
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Figure 5: UNs distribution patterns, where 5 UNs (filled circles) are distributed throughout
a 5m × 5m squared area. All of them have r = 0.8m coverage radii. Subfigure (a) shows
the MRWP UNs distribution, while (b) shows the RPGM UNs distribution creating groups
of 2 nodes.

5.1. Simulation framework
The experimental scenario has been developed in Matlab. As usually
assumed elsewhere [11], low-level network related details are skipped and the
focus is restricted to the functions of interest, reachability/connectivity and
throughput.
This concern has not been discussed previously, but the UNs distribution throughout the area is a main issue too. Although static scenarios are
considered here, the simulation makes use of some well-known UNs mobility
patterns to establish the associated distribution. In particular, two different mobility models are deployed: a modified random way point mobility
(MRWP) model [11], and the reference point group mobility model (RPGM)
[42]. The former, MRWP, slightly modifies the widely used random way point
(RWP) mobility model [43]. Similarly, RPGM is also based on RWP but it
creates groups of UNs at the beginning of the simulation moving them in a
similar way like RWP does. For the sake of clarification, Figure 5 shows the
simulation scenario where there exist 5 UNs (filled circles) and different UNs
distribution patterns are considered. Figure 5(a) shows the UNs distribution
by using MRWP, while Figure 5(b) depicts a RPGM scenario where groups
of 2 UNs are created.
In order to simulate partitions in the network, only 5 UNs are deployed
through a 5m × 5m squared area, where a coverage range of r = 0.8m is
assumed. Without loss of generality, this is the same communication range
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for RNs. The performance of the relay placement solutions are evaluated in
terms of the number of RNs. Regarding the proposal of the paper, parameter
λ determines the number of initial RNs and their locations, see Figure 5. We
choose λ = 0.5 for setting up a higher number of candidate RNs than those
available.
Each solution is assessed in terms of reachability values and throughput.
The first is measured through Eq. (5) and the second is in turn computed
by the following equation:
X
th(G0 ) =
(14)
ie(G0i , i, j)
∀ui ,uj ∈U :j>i

where G0i is the spanning tree starting in user node i and minimizing the distance of the largest edge of each path in the network. The function ie(G0i , i, j)
measures the throughput between nodes i to j in G0i . Each graph edge capability is measured through
1

(15)
1+
where dij represents the distance between nodes i to j in G0i . Each RN
placement solution is assessed through the average results obtained from 25
different repetitions considering each of the aforementioned UNs distribution
patterns.
Additionally, each solution is evaluated in terms of the execution time.
For that, the average time value of 25 repetitions for 25 different scenarios is
obtained. The number of RNs is fixed to 3, and the number of UNs is varied
from 5 to 30 to study the impact of this parameter on the execution time.
Finally, it is important to remark the different RN placement schemes to
be analyzed and compared. Basically, we will evaluate the improvements in
system performance introduced by the addition of each stage of the proposal
in a incremental way. Besides, each one will also be compared among them
and with DKS method. In summary, they are:
cij =

e(10·dij −0.5)

1. DKS. A complete RNs placement proposal as stated in [11]. The authors proposed a system for maximizing the connectivity in MANETs
through the use of a PSO-based solver and several objective functions.
The solver switches among the functions depending on the network
state.
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Figure 6: Reachability (a) and throughput values (b) obtained in the simulation environment with the MRWP distribution.

2. SIMPLE. It is based on the homogeneously RN distribution along the
edges connecting partitions in the network, according to a distancebased spanning tree (step 1 of the proposed architecture in Fig. 2). To
select these RNs the user-defined parameter λ ∈ (0, 1] is selected.
3. SELECTIVE. This solution iteratively runs a LOO based procedure in
order to discard the worst RN locations in terms of fc (G) and g(G0 )
from those locations obtained through SIMPLE scheme (step 2 in Fig.
2).
4. OPTIMIZED. From the RN locations obtained in SELECTIVE scheme,
a PSO-based optimization algorithm is executed to locate the previously selected RNs in terms of g(G0 ) (step 3 in Fig. 2).
6. Performance and result analysis
This section presents the average results obtained from 25 repetitions
per node distribution pattern and placement method in the experimental
scenario previously described. Figure 6 shows the results in terms of node
reachability, fc (G), and throughput, th(G0 ), for different numbers of RNs
and using the MRWP distribution for the UNs. The figure shows that the
introduction of RNs is more effective in terms of reachability, as expected.
With the MRWP distribution, the problem is very challenging and less than
10% of the links are connected when no RN is introduced. In this situation,
a fully connected network cannot be obtained with 4 or less RNs, and the
best solution can only maintain around 50% of the links.
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Regarding the comparison of the four placement methods, the worst performance is obtained by the DKS approach. In this case the performance is
very low and it is clearly outperformed by the naive SIMPLE approach, which
does not even consider the communication range of the devices. Both SELECTIVE and OPTIMIZED methods outperform the other two approaches,
SELECTIVE being mainly focused on optimizing the reachability. In comparison to SIMPLE scheme, SELECTIVE attains an improvement of more
than 10% of reachability, and doubles it for low number of RNs. OPTIMIZED approach yields similar improvements in reachability and also an
important improvement in terms of throughput. This refers to the result of
the optimization step over the smoothed version of the connectivity discussed
in Section 3. Since reachability itself is not of great use when throughput is
reduced, the solution provided by OPTIMIZED scheme is the most promising
one.
Figure 7 illustrates the differences among the above methods in a specific
example. The low performance achieved by DKS is explained in Figure
7(a). DKS is only capable to locate one RN in what the authors of [11]
call attraction points: the inverted triangles on dotted lines in the figure.
The rest of RNs remain unused. Besides, the definition of the attraction
points is naive and useless in most situations, since it does not take into
account the communication range. See [44] for a detailed explanation of
these problems. The SIMPLE solution for the same example is shown in
Figure 7(b). RNs are distributed now in the spanning tree connecting the
UNs. Again, since the communication range is not considered, there are two
RNs that remain unused. However, if an enough number of RNs are available,
this approach would lead to a fully connected network, while the DKS would
not. SELECTIVE scheme shows in Figure 7(c) to perform a more intelligent
RNs distribution, where the communication range is implicitly taken into
account in the LOO selection procedure. Finally, OPTIMIZED approach in
Figure 7(d) yields a very similar solution to SELECTIVE scheme, since the
PSO did not find any solution outperforming the SELECTIVE one.
Figure 8 presents the results using the RPGM distribution for the UNs.
Clearly, this problem is simpler than that of Figure 6, since some UNs are
already grouped. With the addition of RNs, the fully connected network is
approached in averaged terms. Again, both SELECTIVE and OPTIMIZED
schemes outperform the other two methods, and DKS yields the lowest performance. SELECTIVE approach attains the best reachability results but
at the expense of low throughput values. OPTIMIZED method provides a
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more complete solution since improvements in reachability and throughput
are obtained. The good outcomes of SIMPLE are noticeable, which remain
close in both reachability and throughput to those of OPTIMIZED. This is a
consequence of the simplification of the problem using RPGM, and it is not
expected to happen in more complex scenarios.
Aimed at comparing the time spent by each placement procedure, Figure
9 shows the evolution of the execution time with the number of UNs. We
can observe how the execution time increases as the number of UNs does.
Moreover, it is noticeable that both SELECTIVE and OPTIMIZED are much
more time demanding than DKS and SIMPLE. In particular, the complexity
of the former ones is O((k 2 − m2 ) · n4 ) and O((n3 + m) · p · i), respectively.
This way, OPTIMIZED repeats p · i times an operation of n3 order, where
p = 50 and i = 100. Instead, SELECTIVE repeats (k 2 − m2 ) times an
operation of n4 order, the number of theoretical RNs (k) growing with the
number of UNs (until a certain value since the network area remains equal).
As a consequence, OPTIMIZED has a higher execution time values than
SELECTIVE. These behaviors are observed in Figure 9(a), while Figure 9(b)
shows better details about how SIMPLE solution involves lower execution
time than DKS as it is expected from the associated complexity expressions
(see Section 4).
According to the complexity of each placement solution (see Table 1) and
the associated performance results previously discussed (see Figures 6 and
8), the overall performance improves as the complexity of the corresponding
placement solution does. The most influencing parameter that affects the
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shows a comparison for the four algorithms studied, while subfigure (b) provides a closer
inspection for DKS and SIMPLE, as the execution time for them is much lower (near to
zero) than for the other algorithms.

O(.)
DKS
O(n2 · m)
SIMPLE
O(n2 · log n)
SELECTIVE O((k 2 − m2 ) · n4 )
OPTIMIZED O((n3 + m) · p · i)
Table 1: Complexity of placement algorithms. Parameters m and n stand for #RNs and
#UNs, respectively; k represents the number of candidate RNs to be selected; p is the
number of particles considered in the PSO optimization algorithm; and i the maximum
number of iterations in PSO.

complexity is the number of UNs, n. Despite the fourth degree term of this
parameter in SELECTIVE solution in comparison with the first degree in
DKS, two main aspects should be remarked here in defense of our approach.
First, in static scenarios (like those generally studied in the literature) the
RNs placement algorithm is executed just once at the beginning of the network functioning, thus making computational time a secondary concern. Instead, the performance improvement is principal. Second, DKS is originally
devised to be applied in dynamic scenarios, having much higher complexity
than in static ones (see more details about the DKS solution in [11]), which
constitutes an extra justification for considering our solution better.
In summary, experimentation demonstrates how our multi-stage RN placement approach satisfies the expected performance objectives maintaining a
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reasonable running time for this kind of scenarios. Moreover, it must be
noticed that the general functional architecture allows to consider different
specific schemes at each step.
7. Open challenges
As presented, the placement solution introduced here is intended to improve the global connectivity understood as a mixture of reachability and
throughput in multi-hop wireless networks (e.g., WSNs or mesh networks)
by locating a number of RNs in certain optimal positions around the target
environment. After analyzing the performance obtained, we can conclude the
suitability of the approach. However, there are a number of interesting issues
that should be studied in the future. Some of these are briefly discussed in
the next.
The RN placement solution is centralized in the sense that a central engine
is in charge of: (a) collecting the node positions (e.g., they provided through
a tracking system), (b) estimating the optimal locations of the RNs to improve the system performance goals, and (c) positioning the RNs on such
locations. However, carrying out first and third steps will require the deployment of a communication protocol to exchange the location information
specially in real environments. A publisher-subscriber communication based
system can be a good and versatile solution. For example, the lightweight
communications marshaling (LCM) [45] is a suitable choice for a practical
deployment of the approach. Moreover, faults in nodes, the existence of attackers or some unreachability situations due to nodes mobility may have
a severe impact on the centralized solution. Distributed solutions may be
an interesting alternative in those situations. However, the potential loss
of performance when solving the placement in a distributed, local manner
should be carefully studied to determine the circumstances under which this
is a suitable solution.
Also related with the previous issue and in regards with dynamic scenarios (e.g., MANETs), nodes mobility constitutes a relevant topic. In such
environments, the placement performance in terms of the frequency in reestimating the RNs position and the velocity in moving them to the optimal
positions should also be carefully analyzed and evaluated. This way, the
faster the changes in network topology the faster the re-estimation of the
RNs position is necessary. As a consequence, as mentioned at the end of Section 6, both the complexity of the solution and the performance achieved will
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need to be analyzed to conclude the real benefits of the potential placement
solutions.
Future work also includes the extension of the proposal described here to
combine connectivity with other interesting goals, such as coverage or faulttolerance. Alternative parameters such as high-level QoS related ones can be
considered too.
8. Conclusions
The relay node (RN) placement topic is a complex engineering challenge.
Although several approaches to this problem exist, the number of potential
performance functions to be consider and the size of the associated search
space, have fostered the development of a large amount of heuristic solutions for specific situations and scenarios, such as WSNs. Besides, several of
these approaches are based on constraining the search space to simplify the
optimization.
In this paper, a novel approach to relay placement for connectivity optimization in general multi-hop wireless networks is proposed. The approach
is composed of three steps, the third one being optional. The first step is
intended to identify a number of potential locations for the RNs, which is
higher than that of the actually available RNs. After that, the best locations
are identified using a certain selection algorithm. In a third and last (optional) phase , the locations are further optimized through an optimization
algorithm. For the illustration of the approach in this paper, a leave-oneout (LOO) selection procedure and a particle swarm optimization (PSO)
algorithm are used, but other combinations of methods may be evaluated
in the future. Moreover, a Steiner-based approach is considered for initially
distributing the theoretical RNs. It is also relevant to notice that two distributions for UNs are considered: MRWP and RPGM.
The approach is specially suited to optimize connectivity, which is defined
in terms of inter-node reachability and network throughput and constitutes
a challenging task due to the constraints imposed by the coverage rank.
Besides, a procedure to smooth the constrained problem is proposed to run
the second and third steps. The approach was evaluated and compared to
other approaches in simulation, outstanding results being obtained.
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Appendix: Particle swarm optimization
Bio-inspired optimization algorithms mimic special and smart behaviors
in nature. The procedure for searching food in ant colonies, bird flocks and
animal herds are some examples of this. The swarm intelligence paradigm
[46] studies the collective behavior and properties of social structures in nature and how their components interact for a common objective. This section introduces and describes the fundamentals of one of the most used bioinspired algorithms: the PSO algorithm. Some fields where PSO has been
successfully applied are machine learning, dynamic system, bio-informatics
and optimal RN placement, among others [47].
PSO was devised under the intelligence paradigm principles where a given
situation, or swarm, is defined in terms of solutions, or particles. This way,
PSO is an iterative population-based algorithm aimed at solving a problem
through the evaluation of multiple alternative candidate solutions (the particles) by means of a common objective function. For that, PSO takes into
account the experience acquired by each particle to generate new solutions.
Let us put these abstract concepts into a formal mathematical description.
Assume A ⊂ Rn to be the specific target space, and f : A → Y ⊆ R
the objective function. The swarm can be defined as a set of N particles
(candidate solutions)

Sk = xk1 , xk2 , · · · , xkN ,
(16)
each one defined as
xki = (xki1 , xki2 , · · · , xkin )T ∈ A, i = 1, 2, · · · , N

(17)

where the k index represents the k-th iteration of the algorithm and n, as
defined, the dimension of the space, Rn .
In order to move the particles around the target space to find an optimal
solution, PSO excites them by applying a velocity term to each:
k
k
k T
vik = (vi1
, vi2
, · · · , vin
) ∈ A, i = 1, 2, · · · , N
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(18)

The velocity is updated at each iteration of the algorithm depending on
the previous best solutions for each particle, pki , as well as on the global best
solution computed so far. The best solution for each individual particle is
obtained as:
(19)
pki := arg minf (xki )
k

Similarly, the best global solutions can be chosen from the set of best
particle solutions:
pkg := arg min pki
(20)
i

Finally, the complete (early) PSO version [48, 49] is obtained as:
vijk+1 = vijk + c1 · R1 · (pkij − xkij ) + c2 · R2 · (pkgj − xkij )

(21)

xk+1
= xkij + ∆t · vijk+1
ij

(22)

where the updating process for the velocity and the positions of the particles
(vijk+1 and xk+1
respectively, where i ∈ [1, N ], j ∈ [1, n], and ∆t = 1 between
ij
two consecutive iterations) are shown. To update the velocity in Eq. (21)
three terms are involved. The first one is the velocity of the particle in
the previous iteration. The other two components exploit the knowledge
acquired both by the particle (pkij ) and by the global procedure (pkgj ). They
are weighted by two multiplying factors: the cognitive factor, c1 , and the
social factor, c2 , which goal is to tune the behavior of the algorithm from
local to global search. Finally, R1 and R2 are random variables uniformly
distributed in the range [0, 1].
In order to avoid problems like the so-called swarm explosion [47], the
velocity increments need to be clamped (velocity clamping). The clamping
procedure depends on the problem variables and their magnitudes, which
should be carefully studied. Another key issue in an optimization algorithm
is the convergence. Convergence can be improved by the introduction of the
parameter w known as inertia coefficient [50, 51]. This is applied to the
particle velocity value at the previous iteration and it decreases with time.
This decreasing trend of w promotes the algorithm solution exploration at
early stages and solution exploitation when close to ending. According to the
previous discussion, Eq. (21) is slightly modified redefining the PSO update
law as:
vijk+1 = w · vijk + c1 · R1 · (pkij − xkij ) + c2 · R2 · (pkgj − xkij )
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(23)

where it must be taken into account that this value is constrained by
(
vmax ,
if vijk+1 > vmax
vijk+1 =
−vmax , if vijk+1 < −vmax

(24)
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